
Pearl Spa 
Treatment Menu



Escape from the pressures of everyday life and 
transport yourself to the tranquil surroundings of the 
Pearl Spa where time is left at the door.

Discover LI’TYA, ancient Aboriginal plant knowledge 
entwined with modern technology to deliver high 
performance, luxurious spa experiences in a sensory 
space for men & women. 

Step back into a time of ancient understanding 
and join us on a path to inner peace, reflection and 
enlightenment. Become one with the present moment, 
re-discover your senses and nurture your spirit.
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Aqua Thermal Journey 

Allow yourself to be guided through a sequence of different heat and water experiences, letting your body and mind discover new sensations and the true 
benefits of relaxation and rejuvenation. We recommend that you follow this journey prior to any spa therapy to optimise results.  

70 minutes                                                           €35

Pearl Signature Treatments

Foot Baths

Warm foot baths using hydrotherapy massage jets work on the reflex points 
of the feet helping to melt away tension and stress.   

Sanarium 

A sanctuary of low heat and humidity helps to slowly warm the body to 
initiate the detoxifying process. 

Thalasso Pools 

A seawater pool with high density salt content allows the body to float 
freely thus inducing deep relaxation. The effect of seawater simultaneously 
regenerates the circulation and re-mineralises to maximise bodily function 
and relieves ailments of muscular & joint pain.   

Invigorating Showers 

A sequence of cooling showers with different jets & sprays leaves the body 
feeling refreshed and rejuvenated between heat rooms.   

Steam Bath  

Encapsulated with high levels of humidity, an infusion of aroma essences 
aid the respiratory system and assist further elimination of toxins, whilst 
softening the skin.    

Snow Chamber  

A snow filled cocoon provides a contrast of icy temperatures to cool 
the body. The effect on the circulation induces anti-inflammatory & 
regenerative properties, leaving the body feeling toned and refreshed.   

Sauna 

A classic Finnish sauna heated by olivine stones provides a dry rustic 
warming sensation to deeply heat the body, inducing relaxation and 
softening the muscles.    

Relaxation Room

To complete the Aqua Thermal Journey, recline in cosy loungers letting time 
slip away, discovering peace & harmony and a new found equilibrium.   
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Pearl Signature Treatments

Ocean or Earth Floatation 

An invigorating exfoliation using desert or sea salts helps to smooth and 
polish your skin. The prepared body is then smothered in your choice of 
seaweed or mineralising mud and cocooned in a warm blanket whilst 
suspended in water. Feeling completely weightless, a meditative scalp 
massage is performed to remove every ounce of stress whilst you float away 
to discover a deep state of peace and serenity. To finalise the experience, the 
skin is fed with ingredients of Cherry Alder or Marine extracts, leaving your 
skin glowing and vibrant, replenished and flawless.

55 minutes                                               €70

Rasul

Step inside our private exotic steam bath and take part in a traditional 
cleansing ritual. By yourself or with a partner apply different therapeutic 
muds by LI’TYA to specific areas of the body and relax in the hot & steamy 
aroma. Experience a feeling of rejuvenation as the body is detoxified, 
the skin is smoothed and the respiratory system is cleansed. The ritual is 
completed by rinsing away the muds and applying deeply hydrating cream. 

1 Person

40 minutes                                               €50 

2 Persons 
40 minutes                                                 €90

Pearl Cleansing Rasul Ritual 

This complete cleansing and detoxifying ritual begins with a gentle 
exfoliation to the face and body using crushed Mother of Pearl to smooth 
and regenerate. A hydrating mask is applied to the face along with a deeply 
nourishing hair mask. The body is coated with different therapeutic muds 
to specific areas of the body, allowing absorption within a soothing steam 
room. This helps to release stress, detoxify the body and hydrate the skin. 
The ritual is completed with a relaxing full body massage, sending you into 
a state of tranquillity.  

1 Person

1hr 40 minutes                                                         €120 

2 Persons 
1hr 40 minutes                                                                            €200
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Time out is precious, so to ensure that you get the most 
out of your day at the spa, browse through our list of spa 
treatments and create your own special spa day to suit 
your individual needs.

Alternatively chose from one of our ‘Spa Day Packages’ listed below, which 
have been put together to offer the perfect antidote to the  
stresses of everyday life.

All Spa Day Packages include the use of the following facilities:

Spa Day Packages

Heaven On Earth

Earth Floatation

Muscle Melt Back Massage

Spa Lunch

LI’TYA Mikiri Facial

3 ½ hours                    €175  

 
 
Sensory Journey Of The Sea 

LI’TYA Sapphire Sea Wrap with susu dew massage

Spa Lunch

LI’TYA Deep Ocean Renewal facial

4 hours                          €200

Renew & Unwind

LI’TYA Tasmanian Peat Tub Journey

LI’TYA Marta Kodo Rocks

Spa Lunch

LI’TYA Mikiri

4 hours                          €195

Couples Retreat 

Rasul

LI’TYA Marta Kodo Massage

Spa Lunch

LI’TYA Mirri Facial

4 hours                  €190 per person

*Day packages are limited and subject to availability

•	 Sanarium	&	Sauna

•	 Steam	Bath

•	 Snow	Chamber

•	 Foot	Baths

•	 Indoor	Thalasso	Pools

•	 Invigorating	Showers	

•	 Relaxation	Area

•	 Spa	Lunch
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Based on the superbly hydrating, 
fortifying and nutrient rich qualities 
of Marine Plant Collagen, Organic 
Tasmanian Sea Kelp, Australian 
Mother Of Pearl and 100% Pure 
Essential Oils. This uniquely sensory 
and anti-ageing spa range captures 
the essence and energy of the pristine 
waters that surround Australia.
 

LI’TYA Beyond the Big Blue

A deluxe pampering treatment that integrates a 
foot treatment, hand treatment and the Ocean 
Renew facial. Designed to rebalance tired and 
stressed conditions, recharge the body and 
enhance overall wellness and equilibrium. Face, 
hands and feet are treated with powerful marine 
nutrients and potent native plant essential oils 
and extracts to heal, smooth and restore vitality.

85 minutes  €100

LI’TYA Ocean Dreaming – In the beginning was  
the Dreaming, the unseen vibration of creation – 
the sacred source from where all things are.

Nurture, renew and revitalize with our signature 
‘Of The Sea’ spa journey to reconnect body, mind 
and soul, from head to toe and from outside 
in. The adventure includes a foot treatment, 
Sapphire Sea Wrap, Susu Dew Body massage, 
scalp massage, Ocean Renew Facial and a hand 
treatment, all embracing traditional Aboriginal 
healing techniques. Surrender yourself to the 
ultimate anti-ageing, renewal and potency of 
this experience, combining deeply therapeutic 
treatments, nurturing your energy and emotions, 
the soul is left refreshed and smiling with delight.

3 hours  €210

Spa Discovery Rituals ~ of the earth Spa Discovery Rituals ~ of the sea

Made with the purest native plants, 
flowers and fruits, each treatment has 
been developed with the profound 
wisdom of ancient Aboriginal 
medicines, spirituality and healing 
modalities.

 

LI’TYA Lowanna – means ‘beautiful’

This all-encompassing treatment combines 
three of the most popular LI’TYA treatments in 
wonderful unison to create a deluxe pampering 
experience. Included, a foot treatment, a 
hand treatment and the Mirri facial. A perfect 
combination for mother to be or those in need of 
some serious pampering. Caring for all the zone 
therapy areas – the hands, feet and head – this 
journey recharges the body and enhances overall 
equilibrium.

85 minutes  €100

L’TYA The Dreaming – In the beginning was the 
Dreaming, the unseen vibration of creation –  
the sacred source from where all things are.

Relax, revitalize and rejoice with our signature 
treatment to reconnect body, mind and soul 
from head to toe and from outside in. The 
ritual includes a foot treatment, body wrap, 
body massage, head massage, facial and hand 
treatment. Embracing traditional Aboriginal 
healing techniques these deeply therapeutic 
treatments work to nurture and heal. The skin 
of the face and body is cleansed, invigorated, 
restored and nourished, tired muscles are eased 
and energized and all the body systems are 
rebalanced and rejuvenated. Renewing your 
energy and emotions, the soul is left refreshed 
and smiling with delight.

3 hours  €210
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LI’TYA Mikiri – means deep

This tailor-made facial treatment is prescribed 
as an intensive boost for all skin types and is 
customized to target specific skin conditions 
such as dehydration, congestion, dryness and 
sensitivity. Two specialized masks are applied 
during the treatment to both purify and provide 
the skin with drenching hydration. 

This indulgent treatment is further enhanced 
with your choice of hand or foot massage. Your 
skin will emerge feeling purified, balanced and 
beaming with clarity. And so  
will you.

55 minutes  €80 

LI’TYA Mirri – means face

Suitable for all skin types this facial integrates 
Australian native ingredients as an ideal 
treat for dull or lifeless skin or to prepare the 
skin for a special occasion. An Aboriginal 
inspired pressure point facial massage helps 
to relieve stress and tension whilst the scalp 
and shoulder massage clears the mind. 
Perfect for skin which requires a boost.

40 minutes  €60

LI’TYA Yirri – means my face

You will see dynamic results with this intensive 
treatment that utilizes the potent LI’TYA skin 
elixirs chosen specifically for your skin type. 
The treatment uses targeted pressure point 
therapy and specialized massage techniques 
adapted from ancient Aboriginal healing to 
rebalance your energy from within to ensure 
optimum skin care results. Discover the 
radiance and wonderful feeling of well being 
that comes with a skin care program tailor 
made for you by your LI’TYA spa therapist.

70 minutes  €90 

Facial Treatments ~ of the Earth
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LI’TYA Deep Ocean Renewal

Drawing on powerful nutrient rich marine 
elements to heal and strengthen the skin. Marine 
Collagen, Kelp, Marine Algae work to deeply 
cleanse and exfoliate the skin. Mother of Pearl 
extract acts as an anti-ageing element whilst 
a specially prescribed deep cleansing mask is 
applied to refine and clarify the skin whilst you 
relax with your choice of hand or foot massage. 
An Aboriginal inspired pressure point massage 
for face and shoulders will leave you completely 
relaxed before a second mask is applied to 
hydrate and soothe the skin whilst you receive 
the uplifting Paudi scalp massage to complete 
this ritual of serenity.

55 minutes  €80 

LI’TYA Ocean Renew

Designed for skin revitalization integrating the 
use of marine nutrient rich ingredients including 
Marine Algae, Bull Kelp and crushed Mother of 
Pearl, your skin will be cleansed, exfoliated and 
hydrated before being treated to LI’TYA’s deeply 
relaxing Aboriginal inspired facial pressure 
point and shoulder massage. To complete your 
therapist will apply your prescribed treatment 
mask to treat individual skin conditions whilst 
you relax with a scalp massage. Your skin will be 
left nurtured and renewed.

40 minutes  €60 

Facial Treatments ~ of the Sea
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LI’TYA Yanko – means ‘song of running water’

An energizing full body exfoliation therapy 
cleanses the spirit, revitalizes the energy 
meridians and brings tone and clarity to the skin. 
Your choice of native aromatic oils are applied to 
the body, followed by Desert Salts to exfoliate and 
purify. Warm water washes away the stresses of 
the outside world before an application of Cherry 
Alder body lotion to leave skin silky smooth.

40 minutes  €40 

LI’TYA Yanko Jindalee – means ‘song of running 
water on skin’

An energizing full body exfoliation therapy 
combining therapeutic Australian native 
aromatic oils with Desert Salts to exfoliate and 
purify. Warm water washes away the stresses 
of the outside world before an application 
of Cherry Alder body lotion to leave skin 
silky smooth. The treatment also includes a 
refreshing facial treatment designed to deep 
cleanse, smooth and hydrate the skin. The 
mind melting scalp massage with Quandong 
hair mask eases the body of stress and tension. 
A truly superior experience for the face and 
body to restore energy and refresh the mind

70 minutes    €80

With Floatation  
70 minutes  €100 

Body Exfoliation ~ of the Earth

LI’TYA Sea Salt Body Buff

A refreshing full body exfoliation therapy 
that integrates the native aromatic oils of 
Frangipani and Ylang Ylang and Australian 
Sea Salts to cleanse and purify leaving skin 
smooth and soft. Warm water washes away 
the stresses of the outside world, before an 
application of Pearl & Peppermint Skin Refining 
Cream is applied to stimulate the circulation, 
smooth the skin and leave the spirit revived.

40 minutes  €40 

LI’TYA Head to Toe Sea Salt Body Buff

A refreshing and cleansing skin smoothing 
exfoliation therapy for face and body utilizing 
native aromatic oils of Frangipani and Ylang 
Ylang and pure Australian Sea Salts purify 
the skin before allowing the warm water to 
wash away tension and awaken vitality. A 
hydrating facial treatment leaves the skin 
soothed, refreshed and hydrated whilst a deeply 
relaxing scalp massage and hair treatment with 
nourishing Quandong Hair Mask removes every 
ounce of tension. A complete ritual of tranquility 
for body, face and scalp.

70 minutes    €80

With Floatation  
70 minutes  €100 

Body Exfoliation ~ of the Sea



Body Treatments ~ Wraps

Of The Earth

LI’TYA Mala Mayi – means ‘clan food’

Unwind, invigorate and celebrate with this complete 
body rejuvenation experience. After an invigorating 
exfoliation with your choice of Australian Desert 
Salts and Aromatic Oils your body will be cocooned 
in a layer of your chosen silky warm mineral rich 
Mapi Body Mud. An Aboriginal inspired scalp 
massage allows you to drift away to another realm. 
You will then surrender to the healing, grounding 
and spiritually uplifting rhythmic Kodo full body 
massage to complete this truly holistic experience.

1 ½ hours  €100 

(including 40 minutes Miji Kodo Massage)

2 hours  €130

(including 55 minutes Kodo Massage)

Of The Sea

LI’TYA Sapphire Sea Wrap

Unwind, relax and nourish your body with this complete 
anti-ageing rejuvenation experience. To begin you will 
be energized and nourished with a complete Mother of 
Pearl body exfoliation before being cocooned in warm 
and vitamin packed Pearl & Kelp Body Mud, whilst you 
enjoy an Aboriginal inspired scalp massage. You will 
then surrender your body and soul to the rhythmic Susu 
Dew massage to complete this truly holistic experience.

1 ½ hours   €100

(including 40 minutes Miji Susu Dew Massage)

2 hours €130

(including 55 minutes Susu Dew Massage)

Tub Journeys ~ Hydrotherapy

Ocean Dreaming Tub Journey

Peace and harmony is restored as underwater jets deeply 
massage the body to release tension and stress. The 
enriching properties of the Ocean Dreaming bath oil & 
native mint sea salt creates a blissful bathing experience, 
leaving the body feeling soothed and nourished. 

25 minutes                             €40

Tasmanian Peat Mud Tub Journey

The therapeutic properties of Tasmanian Peat 
Mud help to melt away sore aching muscles and 
stimulate the circulation. Simultaneously, the 
invigorating effect of the underwater massage 
jets helps to eliminate the build of toxins.  

25 minutes                           €40 
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Massage Journeys ~ Of the Earth

LI’TYA Kodo – means ‘melody’

This rhythmic body massage is inspired by 
traditional Australian Aboriginal techniques 
which work to balance and re-align energy 
flow, enhancing mind and body wellness. A 
combination of pressure points and spiraling 
movements ground and uplift, working 
to relieve muscular aches and pains while 
leaving the body’s energies renewed and 
refreshed. A choice of native aromatic oils 
is prescribed to address your individual 
needs – to rejuvenate, harmonise or detoxify.

Miji Kodo – ‘little melody’

40 minutes €60

Kodo – ‘Melody’

55 minutes  €80

Marta Kodo – ‘big melody’  
85 minutes  €90

LI’TYA Kodo Rocks – Indigenous Australian Stone 
Therapy

These magical ancient stones are aligned with 
the rhythmic Kodo Body massage inspired by 
traditional Australian Aboriginal techniques. 
The therapist skillfully integrates the rocks with 
pressure points and spiraling movements that 
work to ground and uplift, leaving the body’s 
energies dancing with joy. The powerful healing 
properties of these special rocks, integrated with 
the Kodo, combine to relieve muscular, physical 
and emotional tension. A choice of native 
aromatic oils are prescribed to address individual 
client needs – to rejuvenate, harmonise or 
detoxify.

Kodo Rocks – ‘Melody’  
55 minutes  €90  

Marta Kodo Rocks – ‘big melody’  
85 minutes  €100

LI’TYA Marma Kodo – pregnancy massage -  
means ‘mother melody’

This nurturing and rhythmic body massage 
is inspired by traditional Australian 
Aboriginal techniques. Gently combining 
aspects of the Kodo massage the Marma 
Kodo works to prevent disharmony and 
nurture the pregnant mother and child, 
leaving the body’s energies laughing with joy.

Marta Marma Kodo – ‘big mother melody’  
85 minutes  €85  

LI’TYA Susu Dew – means ‘sea spray’

This rhythmic body massage is inspired by 
traditional Australian Aboriginal techniques. A 
combination of pressure points and spiraling 
movements ground and uplift. This massage 
utilizes the wonderfully refreshing Ocean 
Dreaming Massage Blend combining Frangipani, 
Ylang Ylang, Sandalwood and Clary Sage to 
evoke memories of the sea and ground the spirit. 

Miji Susu Dew – ‘little sea spray’ 
40 minutes  €60 

Susu Dew - ‘Sea Spray’  
55 minutes  €80 

Marta Susu Dew – ‘big Sea Spray’  
85 minutes  €90

Massage Journeys ~ Of the Sea
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Muscle Melt Back Massage

Ideal for those requiring focused attention on the 
back, the therapist will intuitively release tension 
in your back, neck & shoulders using a fusion of 
different techniques, individualized to leave you 
feeling relaxed, supple and soothed.

25 minutes €40 

De-stress Delight

Focusing on tension primarily to the back, neck, 
shoulders and head, this massage is designed 
to relieve deep seated stress by combining 
specially blended massage oils, chosen to suit the 
individual needs of the client. The treatment is 
concluded with a grounding warm oil flow to the 
scalp and a soothing and nourishing hair mask.

40 minutes €60 

Deep Tissue Massage

Recharge your body and kick start your circulation 
with this deep tissue massage. The masseur will 
help to relieve tension from specific areas of the 
body, either to release lactic acid build up and 
muscle stiffness due to overexertion in the gym 
or to improve fluid retention and poor circulation 
associated with cellulite conditions. The powerful 
detoxifying essential oils of Juniper, Native Mint 
and Lemon Myrtle will relieve muscle tension and 
stiffness leaving you with a re-conditioned skin 
tone and feeling completely re-charged and free 
from aches and fatigue. 

55 minutes €85 

70 minutes €95 

Massage Journeys
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LI’TYA Miji Polama – means ‘little hands/little 
fingers’

Rescue tired, rough and parched hands with this 
intensive soothing and replenishing treatment 
for hands and lower arms. Beginning with a 
skin softening JIGA POLAMA hand soak using a 
gorgeous array of Australian native flowers and 
fruits, followed by a skin smoothing Wattleseed 
exfoliation to renew and regenerate before the 
application of a deep nourishing mask using 
Tasmanian Kelp to leave skin soft. To complete, 
a nurturing massage for lower arms and hands 
removes every ounce of stress!

25 minutes €30 

LI’TYA Miji Jina – means ‘little footprint’

Soak away tension and treat your soul to this 
wonderfully relaxing and grounding treatment. 
Begin with a skin softening JIGA JINA foot bath 
using a gorgeous array of Australian native flowers 
and fruits, followed by an invigorating Desert Salt 
exfoliation to remove rough skin. The warming 
Pepperberry foot mask hydrates and smoothes. To 
complete a decadent foot massage to rejuvenate 
the entire body and calm the senses.

25 minutes €30 

Hands & Feet ~ Of the Earth
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Spa Essentials

Don’t forget to add your final touches 
to your day at the spa. Let our 
qualified and professional team take 
care of your essential needs so that 
you look and feel your absolute best. 

Pearl Spa Manicure
A full manicure treatment including 
exfoliation, nourishing hand mask, 
soothing hand massage followed by an 
application of nail varnish of your choice.

55 minutes €45 

Pearl Spa Pedicure
A full pedicure treatment to soothe your 
tired feet, exfoliation, foot mask and a 
relaxing foot massage, followed by an 
application of nail varnish of your choice. 

70 minutes €55

           plus French Polish €5

           plus Shellac Polish €15

Polish
Re-shape & polish €20
Polish €10
French Polish €15 
Shellac  Manicure or  Pedicure €35                         
Shellac  French Manicure or Pedicure €40 
 

Waxing
Full leg wax €30
Full leg & bikini €40
Half leg wax €20
Bikini Line wax €15
Full Bikini Wax €20
Upper lip & chin wax €10
Back wax €22
Under arm wax €10
Chest wax €22
Arm wax €18 
Eye brow wax €10
Eye Brow Shape (tweezers) €10     

Make-Up
Day Make- Up €30
Evening Make-Up €45
Bridal Make-Up €90
Trial Bridal Make-Up  €60
Bridal Make-Up Package €130

Spa Lunch
Nurture yourself from within... Add a deliciously 
healthy and nutritious lunch to make your day at 
the spa complete... includes a freshly squeezed 
Spa Juice or Smoothie, a choice from our ‘Spa 
Lunch’ menu and a fresh fruit platter.

 €20

HAIR SERVICES

Wash & Blow Dry Short Hair €20

Wash & Blow Dry Long Hair €30

Wash Cut & Blow Dry Short Hair  €35

Wash Cut & Blow Dry Long Hair  €45

Men’s Cut & Wash   €20

Child’s Cut   €15

Roots Head Colour  €30

Full Head Colour    €50

Roots Highlights Short Hair €40

Full Head Highlights Short Hair €60

Roots Highlights Long Hair  €50

Full Head Highlights Long Hair  €70

Evening Hair-up   €40

Hair Braiding    €40

Bridal Hair    €70

Trial Bridal   €60

Bridal Hair Package  €110

PEARL BRIDAL PACKAGE 3 DAYS 

DAY 1

Bridal Hair Trial

Bridal Make-Up Trial

DAY 2

Aqua Thermal Journey

LI’TYA Head to Toe Sea Salt Body Buff

Pearl Spa Manicure

Pearl Spa Pedicure

DAY 3

Bridal Final Hair

Bridal Final Make-Up

   
 €350
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Pearl Spa Etiquette

In the interests of the comfort, safety 
and relaxation of all our guests we 
ask that the following guidelines are 
followed at all times:
General
•	 The	Spa	and	its	environs	are	strictly	

NO SMOKING areas. 
•	 We	do	not	allow	mobile	phones	in	the	

spa areas, please leave them switched 
off in your locker. This is the time for 
your body and mind to release the 
worries and stresses of the day.

•	 Please	conduct	all	conversations	at	
levels consistent with a relaxing Spa 
environment. 

•	 The	Spa	&	its	facilities	are	open	to	
persons aged 16 and over.

•	 Shower	towels	can	be	found	in	your	
lockers, please do not take shower 
towels outside.

•	 Please	leave	all	items	of	value	in	your	
locker. The Spa is not responsible for 
loss of or damage to a guest’s personal 
belongings.

•	 Always	shower	before	using	pool	
facilities and between sauna and 
steam rooms. A robe & slippers 
should be worn in all spa areas.

•	 Swimwear	is	compulsory	in	Steam,	
Sauna and pool areas.

•	 	A	towel	should	always	be	placed	
on sauna and steam room benches 
between you and the bench. 

•	 Please	do	not	leave	toiletries	in	
showers or wet vanity areas. 

•	 Shaving	is	permitted	in	the	male	
changing rooms. However, please 
ensure that wet vanity areas are left 
clean. Razors should not be placed in 
any of the waste bins and shaving is 
strictly prohibited in the saunas and 
steam rooms.

•	 Please	do	NOT	add	oils	or	other	
products to the sauna bucket water 
without first speaking to a member of 
staff. 

•	 Please	ensure	you	drink	plenty	of	fluid	
to re-hydrate after use of the sauna 
and steam rooms.

•	 Please	place	all	used	towels	in	the	
baskets provided.

•	 Food	&	drink	should	not	be	brought	
into spa for consumption during your 
visit. Refreshments are available in 
the relaxation areas and the Hotel 
Restaurant. 

•	 All	guests	will	be	required	to	
complete and sign a health & lifestyle 
questionnaire upon arrival prior to 
entrance to the spa facilities.

•	 If	you	have	a	gift	voucher	please	
remember to bring this with you on 
the day to hand to Reception 

•	 All	facilities	are	subject	to	availability.
When Taking a Treatment
•	 Please	arrive	in	good	time	to	enjoy	

the facilities and ensure that you 
are ready to be collected by your 
therapist at the allotted time. TIME 
LOST THROUGH LATE ARRIVAL 
WILL RESULT IN A SHORTENED 
OR AMENDED TREATMENT BEING 
OFFERED WITHOUT REFUND.

•	 Underwear	or	suitable	swimwear	
should be worn into the treatment 
room and during treatments. For 
some treatments you will be provided 
with disposable undergarments by 
your therapist, and suitable towel 
draping will be used at all times.

•	 During	treatments,	please	let	your	
therapist know if you are comfortable 
or uncomfortable, too warm or too 
cold, or if their pressure is too light or 
too firm. Your comfort and care is our 
greatest concern and priority.

•	 If	you	have	a	particular	injury	or	
physical condition, please explain 
it to the therapist. They can suggest 
appropriate adjustments to the 
treatment for your comfort and 
enhancement.

•	 There	is	no	pressure	to	talk	during	a	
treatment. It is entirely up to you. If 
you have any questions or would like 
to talk, certainly do so. The therapist 
will take their cues from you. If you 
are quiet they will be too.

•	 We	hope	you	enjoy	this	interlude	of	
pampering and relaxation.

•	 Your	comments	are	always	welcome.
Spa Tours
•	 Spa	Tours	are	by	appointment	only	

and can be conducted outside of the 
spa’s operating hours.

Cancellation Policy
•	 Please	note	24	hours	cancellation	

notice is required for all bookings 
and services otherwise 50% of the 
total treatment price will be charged. 
Credit card details may be required in 
order to confirm a booking.
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Sunrise Pearl Hotel & Spa, P.O. Box  33043, 5310 Paralimni, Cyprus.  
Telephone(Hotel). +357 238 31 500  Telephone(Spa). +357 2320 3040  Fax. +357 238 31 308  Email. spa@sunrisepearl.com 

www.sunrisepearl.com


